
Login to www.oddizzi.com and click on 
explore the world - weather and climate - 
weather - guess the weather

Look through the photos. Can you guess 
what each of the weather types are? Make 
your own weather symbols and perform a 
weather forecast for your family!

Watch a weather report for today on the 
news or online.

How is the weather different across the 
country? Draw the different types of 
weather on a  Blank outline map of the 
UK.
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Oddizzi World Explorers 
KS1 Week 3 - Weather and climate

Online investigator

Login to www.oddizzi.com.

Click on Quiz at the top of the page. 
Find the Weather and climate quiz. 
We suggest trying Level 1.
See how many points you can score!

Quiz time

Discuss this made up scenario with your 
family over breakfast or dinner.

What if...the year wasn't divided 
into months?

Think about all of the different types of weather. 

Write an acrostic poem for one type of weather.
Hint: to create an acrostic poem write each letter 
of your chosen weather type down the left-hand 
side of your page. Use the starting letter on each 
line to write a sentence about your chosen 
weather.

Putting pen to paper What if...

Login to www.oddizzi.com and click on explore the 
world - weather and climate - extreme weather - 
hurricanes - eye witness account
Watch the video clips from Hurricane Sandy 

Watch this
Read the guided reading text Weather 
and seasons (Year 1) or Types of 
weather (Year 2).

You might like to read this with an adult.

Once you have finished, answer the 
questions.

Read it

1. What can you see happening in the clips?
2. How do you think the person filming may be 

feeling?
3. What do you think they will have to do once the 

hurricane has finished?


